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We worked with Ayize to set goals for
his platform, and executed a campaign
consisting of the following steps:

THE CHALLENGE
ISSUES

Ayize had 5 books published but no real
platform to speak of. He didn't have a
social media presence, nor a mailing list,
and his website was outdated and not
properly functioning. He was also getting
ready to find an agent and shop around his
next book and he understood that a
platform would be very helpful to that, as
well as to selling more books.
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WEBSITE
Ayize's old website was outdated, not mobile 
optimized, lacked metadata, and wasn't
showing up in search engines due to a
lack of optimization.

BEFORE

His old
website
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We researched and found all of
Ayize's published writing,
interviews, photos, videos, and
personal appearances. We rewrote
his biography and wrote content for
his website pages, media kit,
newsletter, and more.
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We built a modern, mobile-optimized, content rich, 
easy to read, stylish website for Ayize.

AyizeJamaEverett.com

AFTER

http://ayizejamaeverett.com/
http://ayizejamaeverett.com/
http://ayizejamaeverett.com/
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https://ayizejamaeverett.com/other-writing/
https://ayizejamaeverett.com/contact/
https://ayizejamaeverett.com/books/
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MEDIA KIT
We created a media kit for him and added it to his 
website so agents and publishers, as well as 
members of the media could download it.
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MAILING LIST
We set up a mailing list for him and installed a 
lead-capture pop-up on his website to help build 
his fanbase.
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We drafted his first newsletter. We included special 
news like his award nominations, and relevant 
information about upcoming events he’ll be 
attending. 
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We also set up a professional email for Ayize, and 
added his book links to his signature. 

Ayize@AyizeJamaEverett.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Ayize did not have a social media presence. After 
discussing his options we decided to set up a
Twitter account, and an Instagram account.
We used his own name as his handle on 
these platforms and set realistic goals 
for each social network.

Instagram: @ayizejamaeverett | Followers: 134

Twitter: @AyizeJamaEveret | Followers: 1,171

CURRENT
PROFILES

https://www.instagram.com/ayizejamaeverett/
https://twitter.com/ayizejamaeveret
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We set up his social media accounts and created 
headers and promotional imagery.

Twitter Header

1,000 followers Giveaway

When Ayize reached 1,000 followers on Twitter, 
we facilitated an Audiobook giveaway as a way of 
saying thank you to his followers, and to get more 
subscribers for his mailing list.

GIVEAWAY
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Book Promotion Material

Featured Quotes from The Liminal People for Twitter
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Featured Quotes from Box of Bones for Twitter

Featured Quotes from The Entropy of Bones for Twitter Featured Quotes from Box of 
Bones for Instagram

Featured Quotes from The 
Entropy of Bones for Instagram

Featured Quotes from The Liminal People for Instagram
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BOOKSTAGRAM  IMAGES
FOR  INSTAGRAM
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To keep his social media active, we scheduled 
regular posts for him on Twitter and Instagram.
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Best Writer
Ayize Jama-Everett, writer;

BOX OF BONES #1

Rising Star Award
Ayize Jama-Everett, writer

John Jennings (interior)
& Stacey Robinson (cover), artists;

BOX OF BONES #1

Best Cover 
BOX OF BONES #1;

Ayize Jama-Everett, writer,
Stacey Robinson, artist

Ayize also got nominated for the 2019 Glyph 
Comics Awards by the East Coast Black Age of 
Comics Convention. He was nominated for the 
following categories:

AWARD  NOMINATIONS
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READINGS
Ayize had a number of readings since we started 
working together, such as:

https://ayizejamaeverett.com/independent-bookstore-day-celebration/
https://ayizejamaeverett.com/uc-riverside-mfa-students-reading/
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https://ayizejamaeverett.com/real-men-read-program/
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Box of Bones Part 2
Teasers for Instagram

Box of Bones Part 2 Teasers for Twitter

UPCOMING RELEASES
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INTERVIEWS
Ayize was interviewed by a number of
outlets.

Author Maddie White’s blog, Ask the Author

Author Tenea D. Johnson’s 3 Minute Interviews

https://ayizejamaeverett.com/interview-by-tenea-johnson/
https://ayizejamaeverett.com/maddie-white-interview/
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Ayize with writer and filmmaker David Walker

NETWORKING

Ayize with novelist Walter Mosley
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COMING SOON!

WORK IN PROGRESS
Ayize has lots of new projects in 
progress. Stay tuned for updates.



LET US HELP YOU
Whether you need us to improve an ongoing program, create a new
event or series of events, or would like us to consult on or take over a
specified portion of your event, we are here to help.
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CONNECT WITH US ONLINE
www.CoriolisCompany.com

@CoriolisCo

Facebook.com/CoriolisCo

@coriolisco

Coriolis Co.

LinkedIn.com/CoriolisCo

Pinterest.com/CoriolisCo

https://twitter.com/CoriolisCo
https://twitter.com/CoriolisCo

